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World Cup qualifying fire, the most noteworthy is the natural matter of the Chinese team can qualify for the knockout round of the 12.
The global observation boots will take you together to explore this week in the international football arena, which appeared interesting
boots. so Huang Bowen (Chinese national team) Nike Magista Opus< p > World Cup Asian Zone usher in a final round of group
matches, the bunker in foot home final 2-0 with UAE, to enter the World Cup Asian zone 12. In the game, Bowen for the country foot
opened the scoring, the always favorite ctr360's Evergrande midfielder in the game for Nike radiant REVEAL-HBV colorway of the
Nike Magista opus football shoes. so Elsa Jerzy de & Tabata (Qatar National Team) Mizuno Morelia II< p > already qualify for the
World Cup Asian zone 12 strong Qatar National Team in this game sent the most bench players, and just domestication of overseas
players. In the game, just naturalized Japanese Brazilians Tian Hata and teammate Elsa Jerzy de wore Mizuno black-and-white color
Morleia II of soccer shoes debut and two people are invariably cut tongue. The difference is, Tabata blackened shoes Runbird logo,
not Elsa Jerzy De. we Yanghazibende (Philippines national team) Adidas Ace16+ Purecontrol< p > prior to the Chinese team over
another World Cup Asian zone group match, the Philippines in a last minute winner of the Korean team, achieve a victory with a
score of 3-2, but also help the Chinese team meets one of the qualifying conditions. The game is a game on artificial turf stadium, in
front of the Philippines players Yanghazibende wearing the first color Adidas Ace16+ Purecontrol football shoes match. so Omar
(UAE national team) Nike Hypervenom Phantom II iD< p > later another World Cup Asian zone group match is a "Gulf War",
eventually the UAE and Saudi final tie into a war, hand in hand cut 12 knockout. Compared to the game, the most attractive natural is
the United Arab Emirates midfielder Omar shoes on the foot. The field of the "Gulf" Messi racing wearing a pair of Nike Hypervenom
phantom II ID football shoes match and United Arab Emirates team not only his a person wearing nikeid boots. France Hadley (Oman
national team) Mizuno Morelia Neoanother matter whether China can qualify for the Chinese team 1>
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